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What Will it Cost the US to Adapt to Climate Change? 

By Fran Sussman 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines adaptation as actions the public or private 

sector can take to reduce the negative impacts of actual or expected climate change on human and 

natural systems, or take advantage of its positive effects (IPCC, 2007). Information on the costs of these 

actions can help federal decision makers assess how much to invest nationally in adaptation and how to 

set priorities. Information on the costs of particular adaptation options can assist state and local 

governments in developing cost-effective strategies. Despite the importance of having information on 

adaptation costs to assist in sensible decision making, there is no systematic assessment of the costs of 

adapting to climate change in the U.S.  

What kind of information is out there? A recent article published in the journal Climate Policy surveys 

existing estimates (as of 2010) of the cost of adapting to projected climate change in the U.S., and reports 

on the studies, their methodologies and results (Sussman et al., 2013). The survey finds that estimates of 

these costs are woefully incomplete—perhaps a dozen recent national-level studies exist, generally with 

only one or two studies, at most, per sector. Only a few sectors have been studied in any detail: primarily 

infrastructure (protection of coastal property from sea level rise, wastewater treatment, water quality 

and quantity, roads and bridges). Additional studies exist in some sectors for a few states, particularly 

California and New Mexico, with additional studies that focus on particularly vulnerable local areas (such 

as San Francisco Bay). In addition, the survey reports on some of the anecdotal evidence of adaptation 

efforts that are being undertaken at the local level.  

In large part because of the limited number of studies, it is not possible to do a rigorous synthesis of costs, 

and so the survey does not take the next step of trying to assess what aggregate national costs might be—

either by sector or across all sectors. In addition to being limited in number, studies differ in the time 

frame over which costs are estimated, the types (engineering vs. “softer” options) and extent of 

adaptation that is expected to occur, the categories of costs that are included, the climate scenarios for 

which costs are estimated, and how results are presented (some numbers are annual averages, some are 

for a year in the future, and some are in present value).  

The table below reports the results of key recent national studies reported in the survey article. For each 

study, the data reported in the study is presented, along with a rough calculation that converts this 

estimate (if needed) into an annual cost estimate. All costs have been converted to 2010 dollars in the 

survey article. The data presented in the Table are derived from estimates presented in the tables and 

text of the article. For studies that provide aggregate undiscounted cost estimates, the Table also reports 

average annual cost, calculated over the appropriate time period. For studies that provide discounted 

present value cost estimates, the Table also reports annualized cost, calculated over the appropriate time 

period and using the discount rate reported in the study.  
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ESTIMATED NATIONAL COSTS FOR ADAPTATION IN THE US FROM SELECTED RECENT STUDIES (2010 DOLLARS) 

Sector or impact category  
and study name 

Actions considered  Estimate in Article/Study Derived annual costs 
(2010 dollars) 

Coastal protection 

Neumann et al. (2011) 

Shoreline armoring and 
grade elevation 

Undiscounted $211 billion 
through 2100, is about 
$2.4 billion per year 

$2 billion to $3 billion per 
year, through 2100  

Infrastructure-paved and 
unpaved roads 

Chinowsky et al. (2013) 

Maintenance and design 
changes for paved and 
unpaved roads 

Undiscounted annual costs 
in 2050 range from $1.6 to 
$2.5 billion (depending on 
temperature range) 

Around $2 billion in 2050 

Infrastructure-bridges 

Wright et al. (2012) 

Strengthening vulnerable 
bridges 

Undiscounted total of 
between $141 o billion 
and $197 billion, for about 
80 years, yields $1.8 billion 
to $2.5 billion annually 

Around $2 billion per year 
through 2090 

Wastewater treatment 
facilities 

NACWA / AMWA (2009) 

Wet weather program 
costs (combined sewer 
overflow & infiltration / 
inflow control programs); 
flood proofing of plants in 
floodplains; cooling 
systems; protection against 
SLR by raising a levee and 
effluence pumping 

Discounted (2.5%) total 
present value from 2010 
to 2050 ranges from 
$124.4 billion to $254.9 
billion. Converting to 
annualized value yields a 
range of $4.7 billion to 
$9.6 billion.  

Around $5 billion to $10 
billion per year through 
2050 

Drinking water utilities 

NACWA / AMWA (2009) 

Conservation, developing 
new sources (e.g., 
desalinization), flood 
protection, and changing 
water management 
practices 

Discounted (2.5%) total 
present value from 2010 
to 2050 ranges from 
$378.8 billion to $700.0 
billion. Converting to 
annualized value yields a 
range of $14.3 billion to 
26.4 billion.  

Around $14 billion to $26 
billion per year through 
2050 

Water resources supply 

Frederick and Schwarz 
(2000) 

Investing in conservation 
and developing new supply 
to cope with drier 
conditions—a subset of 
actions included in the 
drinking water estimates of 
NACWA/AMWA  

Annual costs range from 
$61.9 billion to $336.1 
billion under a drier 
scenario in 2030;-the 
range depends on how 
much streamflows are 
allowed to decline 

Could exceed $300 billion 
in 2030 if climate becomes 
drier and streamflows are 
managed to maintain 
levels without climate 
change 

Energy demand 

Mansur et al. (2008) 

Increased residential and 
commercial expenditures 
on energy for air 
conditioning and heating 

Annual expenditures range 
from $40 billion to $87 
billion in 2100, depending 
on extent of temperature 
warming 

$40 billion to $87 billion in 
2100 

Health: Asthma  

Epstein and Mills (2005) 

Medical treatment costs 
for increased asthma cases 
in 

Annual treatment costs in 
2025 estimated at $5 
billion 

$5 billion in 2025 

Air pollution control costs 

Liao et al. (2010)  

Cost of additional controls 
to meet current air quality 
standards  

Annual control costs in 
2050 estimated at $12 
billion  

$12 billion in 2050 

Source: adapted and derived from data and analysis presented in Sussman et al. (2013) 
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The table suggests that adaptation costs could be in the few or tens of billions of dollars annually by the 

middle of the century, for the sectors for which national estimates exist. For example, studies of adapting 

US infrastructure suggest potential annual costs in excess of a few billion annually. While costs of sea level 

rise for protecting coastlines are generally reported as a cumulative cost, annual costs can be calculated 

from studies that report costs for a zero discount rate. Neumann et al. (2011), for example, suggests 

average annual costs between now and 2100 of about $2 to $3 billion, for adaptation options that include 

shoreline armoring and grade elevation. In transportation, annual undiscounted costs in for paved and 

unpaved roads are estimated to rise to about $2 billion in 2050 (Chinowsky et al., 2013), and 

strengthening bridges could similarly cost around $2 billion annually between now and 2090 (Wright et 

al., 2012).  

As described in the survey article, the water resources sector may have varied but more substantial costs; 

Rough calculations based on the cumulative estimates reported in NACWA and AMWA (2009) suggest 

that annualized costs for wastewater treatment facilities and drinking water utilities together could reach 

$36 billion between 2009 and 2050. However, there is considerable variability and uncertainty about what 

costs in this sector will be like; Frederick and Schwarz (2000) look at conservation and new supply 

options—only two of those evaluated in the NACWA/AMWA study. They report that much higher annual 

costs could be associated with a dry climate scenario, particularly if water supplies are managed to ensure 

that streamflows do not decline—costs that could potentially exceed $300 billion for 2030 and beyond. 

Adaptation costs associated with less capital-intensive adaptation may also be significant. In the energy 

sector, the more recent studies estimate the rise in annual energy expenditures (due to changes in the 

demand for energy for heating and cooling) to by the year 2050 and beyond (up to 2100) to be in the tens 

of billions of dollars (although older studies suggest that costs could be negative). In health and air quality, 

estimates suggest additional annual costs of between $5 billion and $10 billion, respectively, for the 

limited impact categories that have been studied. 

Overall, the studies in the table suggest that annual costs for adapting to climate change could be from a 

few to tens of billions of dollars per sector studied, and could easily reach over a hundred billion across all 

sectors, by the middle or end of this century. Depending on how severe climate change is or how 

resources are managed, costs could be much higher. Most of the studies reported in the article look at the 

effects of average climate projections (but not climate variability or extreme events), and often look only 

at a subset of impact categories within the sector, with a focus as well on only a few types of adaptation 

costs (e.g., costs associated with engineering options but not behavioral change). Due to their limitations 

and omissions, these studies should likely be taken as lower bound estimates of what annual adaptation 

costs might be. 

What is missing from these studies?  

For purposes of this paper, it is helpful to identify three types of adaptation (see text box), distinguishing 

among reactive/proactive adaptation and further distinguishing between adaptation to extreme events 

and to changes in so-called “normal” climatic distinctions. Most of the studies focus on the second bullet 

in the box—what the costs of adapting to changes in average climate will be. Some also look at costs of 

adapting more proactively, for example, to make infrastructure more resilient and so reduce the costs of 

maintenance and rebuilding over time. Even these studies, however do not look at the costs associated 

with changes in extreme events, such as storms, wildfires, and heat waves, all of which have been linked 
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are likely to increase, at least in some regions in the US, as a result of climate change (NCADAC, 2013; 

IPCC, 2013).  

Studies are also limited in the impact categories covered. While two types of road infrastructure are 

assessed, no national studies look at other forms of transportation infrastructure, such as ports, rail, rapid 

transit, or air. No national studies look at public infrastructure, although a study of Alaska looks at this in 

some detail (Larsen et al., 2008) or assess the cost of adapting energy supply and generation to climate 

change. Almost no information exists on the costs of adapting human health systems (e.g., treating and 

preparing for heat-related illness, and water and food-borne illness), and adapting managed and 

unmanaged ecosystems. 

There are lots of gaps in the literature. But what we know suggests that adapting to climate change will, 

conservatively, exceed a hundred billion dollars annually, and could be much more. More work is needed 

to fill in the gaps for what we do not know—including costs associated with extreme events (both 

responding and preparing for the future) and costs in sectors and impact categories that have not yet 

been studied.  
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